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GOLD MINING IN KOREA

Edwin W. Mkis.

Preface.—Although the origin of gold mining in Korea

cannot be stated definitely, it can, however, be traced back to

a period before the beginning of the Christian era. Gold mining,

in all probability, was introduced by followers of Ki-ja (AK-jT' t

who migrated from China to Korea in 1 122 B. C.

This paper is presented with the hope that it may be the

means of stimulating further interest in one of the great resources

of Korea, and that others may be encouraged to add from their

stoic of knowledge to the information and data set forth in the

following pages.

My experience in Korea extends over a period of thirteen

years, during which time I have visited all the gold-districts

mentioned in this paper. I have also been connected with

the companies operating in the three largest gold-producing

districts, namely—Unsan iL|), Suan and Chiksan

1 take this opportunity to acknowledge my indebtedness to

Messrs. Alf Wclhavcn, A. H. Collbran, and J. J. Martin,

General Managers of the Unsan, Suan, and Chiksan Mines,

respectively, who have kindly given me the data relating to the

gold production of their respective mines for 1915. I am
indebted also to Messrs. T. Kawanabe and S. Kawasaki, of

the Mining Section, Department of Agriculture, Commerce,

and Industry, of the Chosen Government-General, for the

information given to me regarding the gold production

of Korea for the years 1905-1914, inclusive, and for

the production of the French concession. Acknowledg-

ment is due also to Mr. A. E. Deardorff, of the Unsan
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Mines, for the photographs of the “ rocking ’’ and “ grinding
”

stones. Finally, I am greatly indebted to Mr. Raymond S.

Curtice, American Vice-Consul in Seoul, for his kindness in

providing me with the data relating to the gold production of

Korea for the years 1884-1915, inclusive.

Introduction.—The peninsula of Korea lies between 33
0

1

2

' and 43
0 02 ' north latitude, and between 124

0
13' and

I 3°°

54*

* east longitude,1 and has an area of 84,173 square

miles.
2

It is bounded on the north-west by the Ya-lu (Am-nok)

River iTJ, which separates it from Manchuria and flows

into the Yellow Sea. On the north-east it is bounded by the

Tu-man River ( (/. ftSfj [[-)> which'separates it from Asiatic Russia

and flows into the Pacific Ocean. Its length is about 600 miles,

and its width ranges from 1 50 to 300 miles.

The total population of Korea, on December 31, 1913, was

estimated at I5,458,863.3 Assuming that the ratio of increase

for the past two years has been constant, it may be estimated that

the total population, on December 31, 1915, was 17,000,000.

Korea, in general outline, is similar to Italy, and has been

aptly called the “
Italy of Eastern Asia.” 1 As Italy projects

between the Adriatic and Mediterranean Seas, so docs Korea

extend southward between the Yellow Sea and the Sea ofJapan.

The outline of Italy is generally compared to that of a boot,

while that of Korea may be taken to represent a rabbit in a

standing position, and facing China.’’

Korea is essentially a mountainous country
;
some of the

mountains are extinct volcanoes, and one especially noted is

Paik-tu-san (£j y/j iL|) (White Head Mountain), in the extinct

crater of which lies a lake. The eastern coast of Korea is v£ry

1 Annual Report on Reforms and Progress in Chosen (Korea), (1913-I9I4)

Seoul, July, 1915, p. 158.

- ibid.

n ibid, p. 159.

• Koto, The Journal of the College of Science, Imperial University of

Tokyo, Japan, Vol. XIX, At tide 1, 1903, p. I,

c ibid, p. 3.
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mountainous, but the western coast is much less so, although

dotted with almost countless islands.

The climate is very much the same as found in the eastern

states of America between the same latitudes, with the exception

of the “ rainy season,” which begins generally in June or July,

and extends over a period of six weeks. The climate, as a

whole, is excellent.

The geologic formations are composed mainly of Archcan

and l’alcozoic rocks through which recent volcanic rocks have

been intruded. The climatic conditions have been extremely

favorable for the deposition of auriferous gravels which have

been found in every one of the thirteen provinces of Korea.

Appended to this paper is a General Mai) of Korea upon

which the principal gold districts, including placer deposits, arc

shown.

North and South Korea.—For not only topographic

and climatic reasons, but also on account of mining conditions,

Korea may be divided approximately into two equal halves by

drawing a line obliquely through the peninsula from Yong-hcung

Fay on the eastern coast, near Won san (TCllj), to

Kang-wha Bay (£C tyijtf), near Chemulpo ffn J 1 1
.)* This dividing

line not only forms a natural boundary, as shown by Prof.

Koto, but it is convenient for descriptive purposes. North

Korea thus comprises the following five provinces :—Whang-hai

North Pyeng-an South Pyeng-an (E'-£

lhili)> North Ham-kyung and South Ham-kyung

South Korea includes eight provinces, as follows :—Kyong-

ki Kang-won ('MUE), North Kyung-sang (fgj,',]

JfcrE). South Kyung-sang (^Jr>rF^iE)> North Choong-chung

C&fra-ltiE). South Choong-chung North Chul-la

and South Chul-la

1 Koto, The Journal of the College of Science, Imperial University of

Tokyo, Japan, Vol. XIX, Article I, 1903, p. 7.

2 ibid, p. S.
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It will be shown in this paper that the largest gold mines

are in North Korea, and that its gold production has been much

greater than that of South Korea.

Historical References to Gold and Gold Mining.—
Korea has been known for many centuries to be rich in

gold. It is not at all certain, however, just how and when the

occurrence of gold in Korea was first brought to the attention of

any Western nation. Griffis states :
“ The first notice of Corea

in western books or writings occurs in the works of Khordad-

beh, an Arab geographer of the ninth century, in his Book of

Roads and Provinces. He is thus quoted by Richthofen in his

work on China (p. 575 ,
note) :

‘ What lies on the other side of

China is unknown land. But high mountains rise up densely

across from Kantu. These lie over in the land of Sila, which is

rich in gold
’ ”

“ Richthofen rightly argues that Sila is Shinra and Kantu

is the promontory province of Shantung. This Arabic term

‘ Sila ’ is a corruption of Shinra — the predominant state in Corea

at the time of Khordadbeh.” 1

The above has been generally accepted as a fact, but, ac-

cording to Ilulbert, it is difficult to believe, as “ there is not the

slightest intimation in the (Korean) records of that time that

Western traders ever visited the coasts of Sil-la (,fj|f|^).
2

The earliest mention of gold in Korean history is noted,

according to I lulbert, in connection with the [)cople of the

kingdom of Mahan I93'9 lkC. It is stated that

“another marked difference between these people and those of

the north was that the Ma-han people held neither gold nor silver

in high repute .’’2 “ The Ma-han people occupied the south-

western part of the peninsula, comprising the whole of the

present province of Ch’ung-ch’ung (AL'diViS.) anil the northern

part of Chul-la (db jffi)*’*

1 Grillis, Corea, The Hermit Nation, New York, 1897, 6th edition, p. 2.

- Ilulbert, The History of lvorca, Vol. I, Seoul, 1905, p. tiS.

a ibid, p. 29.

1 ibid, p. 28.
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To the northward was the tribe of Nak-nang •<&),

who later joined the Kingdom of Ko-gu-ryu
( rtfi £j !&£'• In

connection with the court of this ancient kingdom it is noted by

Hulbert, that in about the year 26 B.C. “ there were special

court garments of silk embroidered with 'gold and silver.”

1

This ancient kingdom probably comprised the present provinces

of North Pyeng-an South Pyeng-an

rfn ili). Whang-hai and a portion of Kyong-ki

(wSfeitV

From the above it is evident that the Ma-han (jll^ijj#;)

jieople were ignorant of the value and use of both gold and

silver, while it is certain that the Ko-gu-ryu (fffj ^1 were

familiar with both. I11 10 B. C., during the eighth year of the

reign of On-jo (ini )|ifO in the small kingdom of South Pu-yu

it is recorded that the king rewarded one of his

victorious generals with “ land, horses, and thirty pounds of

gold.” Hulbert states “ it is probable that this new kingdom

(South Pu-yu) sprang up in the district called Pak-che

(W 0$),”' probably in the present district of Chik-san ($$ lip

in South Choong-chung Province (& fnf |$j W-
Records show that Ko-gu-iyu ( r!?j M)> in the sixtl ‘

century, was paying a revenue of gold and jade, as a vassal

state, to the Wei Emperor.5 In 1036, the king of Ko-ryu

(rf-i it) Wang-hyung 0£ JfE), forbade the use of gold,
5 and this

probably caused a decline in the mining of gold at that time.

During the years 1065-1077, in the reign of Wang-whi (3: WO
of Ko-ryu (i§ j§|), a large Buddhist monastery was built in

Song-do ([13 J$), and it is recorded that it contained a pagoda

“upon which 140 pounds of gold and 427 pounds of silver

were lavished.” 7 This would seem to indicate that gold

mining, both lode and alluvial, must have been increasing

steadily to produce this quantity of the precious metals.

1 Hulbert, The History of Korea, Vol. I, Seoul, 1905, p. 40.

2 *bid, p. 25. s ibid, p. 42. 4 ibid, p. 42.

0 ibid, p. 78. t> ibid, p. 165. 7 ibid, p. 167.
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Tlie first definite mention of gold mining I have been able •

to find is that about 1079 “the people of Hong-wun ($fc )&)

dug a hundred ounces of gold and a hundred and fifty ounces

of silver which they sent to the king.”

1

Apparently gold

mining continued, as the records show that about the year

1218, during the reign of the king Wang-chul (3E B$j), several

years before the Mongol invasion, the envoy from the Mongol

emperor, Genghis Khan (fj£ ,4 Wf H:
)> was presented with gold

in addition to other gifts." In 1232 the king sent seventy

pounds of gold, together with other gifts, as a tribute to the

Mongol general, Sal Yc-tap jf$f jg). Again in 1 340 the king

YVang-jung (j£ jfii'i) sent gold and silver to China “ to purchase

many things of foreign manufacture.”' About 1380 it is record-

ed that General Yi Ta-jo (d£ ^ jp]J ) was presented with 50

ounces of gold upon his return to Song-do, after defeating

Japanese pirates in Chul-la Province ill)/ About this

time the Ming emperor ordered the king, Sin-U (3^5 jj^), to send

him each year one hundred pounds of gold together with other

tribute/’ It is recorded that the king succeeded in sending only

three hundred ounces of gold.
7 However, in 1383, he was able

to send one hundred pounds of gold, with other tribute, to the

Ming court/

Although no further mention of gold is made in llulbcvt’s

work until the reign of the king, Yi-chong (fzl jfifl >/ 1623-1O50,

it is quite evident that gold mining was carried on, even though

intermittently. There is no doubt that during the first and

second invasions of Hideyoshi 1592 and 1 597, respec-

tively, a considerable quantity of gold must have been collected

by the invading armies and carried back to Japan on their

return. During the reign of Yi-chong (fT ifill), about the year

1634, the Manchu envoy demanded 10,000 ounces of gold as

1 llulbcrt, The History of Korea, Vol. I, Seoul, 1905, p. 169.

,J ibid, p. 189. * ibid, p. I94. 4 ibid, p. 236.

5 ibid, p. 275. 6 ibid, p. 275. 7 ibid, p. 276.

8 ibid, p. 276. !l ibid, Vol. II, p. 93.
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tribute.

1

In 1636 this was reduced to one hundred ounces of

gold yearly.
-2 As a matter of fact neither of these demands was

fulfilled. In 1 660, it is recorded that the king Yi-hun (jt$

“ remitted the tax on the gold mines at Tan-chun (Ufa Jl|),

which had amounted to one thousand ounces per year.”
;

Mining was again forbidden about the year 1724 by the

king, Yi-eum (sfe %\), who forbade silver and copper mining at

An-byun (t£ j£),
4
but, curiously enough, no mention is made of

gold mining. An item of more than passing interest is that

recorded regarding the part taken by gold miners in an uprising

in 1 81 1.

In that year, during the reign of King Yi Kwang >£),

Hong Kyong Na
,*j?: 3|S), a wealthy resident of Pyeng-an

Province -j£ iH), started an uprising by persuading 5,000

gold miners to accept his proposal to set up a kingdom of his

own. They caused the government considerable trouble, and

succeeded in taking the towns of Chong-ju (/£‘H’|), Chul-san

tl|), Ka-san (H llj), Soon-chun (lllg jll), Yong-chun (|| Jl|),

Pak-chun
(f$j. Jl|), and Son-chun (2]

)l|), in quick succession.

An-ju ( 5£f »)ll), was also taken after a siege of ten days, but the

arrival of government troops forced the miners to fall back upon

the city of Chong-ju (/£ ‘HI), where eventually they were

defeated by troops under General Yo Hyo-wun (§=£ %).
5

From the foregoing historical references it may be seen that

some strong foundation existed for the reputation Korea has had

regarding its mineral wealth. As has been shown a certain

amount of gold was sent annually to China as tribute, and, no

doubt, a considerable amount was bartered at the frontier

markets. Further color was lent to Korea’s richness in gold

from the fable that Korean kings were buried in coffins of solid

gold. This fable doubtless inspired the predatory expedition

of Oppert, a German trader, from Shanghai in 1867.

1 llulbert, The History of Korea, Vol. II, Seoul, 1905, p. 93.

2 ibid, p. 124. 3 ibid, p. 146. 4 ibid, p. 169.

5 ibid, pp, 192-3.
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This expedition sailed up the Han River (-jj| j£) to a place

about 40 miles from the sea, and excavated what was thought

to be a royal tomb with the ostensible purpose of securing the

gold coffin supposed to be there. Their tools were insufficient

for the work in hand, and they were obliged to return to their

boat, being attacked by the Koreans on their way back. Thus

the raid was abandoned, and the expedition returned to

Shanghai.'

It has been clearly shown, I believe, that gold mines were

worked, particularly in North Korea, by the Koreans for many

centuries before the arrival of foreigners. Until the year 1895

it appears, from what I have been able to learn, that the prin-

cipal mining districts were under the patronage of the Imperial

Household, or of certain of the Ministers. The people were for-

bidden by law to engage in mining unless they did so under the

direction of government officials. In many instances the neces-

sary authority was delegated to the provincial officials who were

probably more concerned with the amount of gold collected as

taxes than in encouraging the proper development of the mining

industry in their respective districts. Even though the regula-

tions were not uniform for regulating the mining work in the

gold-districts, and though the taxes were not fairly distributed,

the records show that from 1884 to 1895 the gold exportation

amounted to a total of Yen 10,824,620. These figures do not

represent the true total, as, no doubt, a certain portion of the

gold produced would stay in the country each year and not be

accounted for
;

it is evident also that a part was carried away

each year across the Manchurian frontier, for which no account-

ing was made in the records.

Korean Mining Methods.—Although the apparatus and

tools used by the Koreans in mining may appear very primitive

to Western engineers, it must be admitted that the Koreans have

attained great skill in using them. The tools used to-day in

1 Longford, Tire Story of Korea, London, 191 1, p. 233.
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placer mining differ but slightly from those used during the past

few hundred years.

Until recent years the chief source of gold was the aurifer-

ous gravels which have been worked from time immemorial.

Since the introduction of modern mining methods and machinery

by foreigners the amount of gold won from lode mining has far

surpassed that obtained from placer mining.

Among the Koreans the following arc ten of the most

noted placer districts :
—

South Ham-kyung Province. (Ham-heung ($ f# )

($ M Ifa* IE) iTan-chun ($j Jl|)

South Choong-chung Province (Chik-san iLl

)

(A& fpf ft aE) (Mun-eui (%. &)

There is no question in my mind that the gold production

from the placers in North and South Pyeng-an Province has

amounted to as much as Yen Soo.ooo — i ,000,000 per year at

their most prosperous period. For the year 1914 the gold pro-

duction reported from placers in these two provinces was

Yen 300,813.* As these figures show only what was reported

to the Government, it is a certainty that the actual production

was higher, because a certain amount of gold was doubtless used

or carried away by the miners without being reported.

The Korean word for placer mining is To-chum
( ft

( 5/3 )- Placer gold or To-geum ( jj. o') means literally,

“ earth-gold.” Before describing the methods usually employed

1
.— Pi.ackr Mining.

South Pyeng-an Province

£ n m
Whang-hai Province

(& m m

North Pyeng-an Province

ssc 4k m

1 Communicatioh from Air. S, Kawasaki.
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in placer mining I wish to call your attention to the following

list of tools generally employed ; these are shown in Fig. r.

1

.

—Ho-mi (|gjj (J[. a|
) ), used as a small pick or hoe in excavat-

ing placer ground.

2.

—Pyuk-chai (
y
-1 * 1 ) ), similar to the ho-mi, but much

larger and also used for excavating.

3.

—Ka-re (Up ( 7J-

^

1 ) ). or three-man shovel used for ex-

cavating.

4. —Yong-du-re (f!7jC!§iL (-§• -r^l) ). or bailing box or bucket

used for bailing water in placer workings.

5.

— Sam-tagi ('^^ (
6

1 ) ), used for carrying dirt that

has been excavated.

6.

—O-reng-i used as a screen for collecting the

pebbles and coarse gravel from the sluice or ditch

while the gravel is being washed.

7.

—So-ko-ri a smaller basket, closely woven, used

for carrying the gold-bearing gravel to the panning-

pool.

8.

—Ham-ji (tf*]), the wooden bowl used for panning.

fan iron moil without and with

a handle, only used in cut-

ting ditches or bedrock.

10.—Mang-chi (£$$; ), a hammer of 3 to 5 pounds in

weight used in conjunction with the mot-cluing.

9.—Mot-cluing (foff ),(

Ta-raiclning
(

There is another large basket used almost entirely in the

country south of Seoul which is used for the same purposes as

the sam-tagi
;
it is known as chil-tong (^1-S-), but is of a different

shape from the sam-tagi, and is generally used with a ji-gei

(

*

1

7

lJ ). The sam-tagi is peculiar to North Korea, while the

chil-tong is characteristic of South Korea. The two baskets are

often confused by foreigners, who are not aware that sam-tagi

literally means a basket to be carried by the hands, while chil-

tong means a back-carrying basket.

'Oir ten tools or implements mentioned above arc shown

clearly in Fig. 1, and, I believe, require no further explanation.
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Fig. ].—Plackk Mixing Tools.

(To-chuni yen-chang ± j£ $$ :e
6d # ^

)

1. Sc-ko-ri (i.JZ2] ).

4. Ho-mi (SI £ol ).

7. Ka-re ^ 7>e)|).

2. O-reng-i (,&i^ *]).

r f Mot-chung (*e£T 53)-
'

‘ (Ta-rai-eliung [sf a| xg
).

8. Sam-tagi 2^1).

10. Ham-ji

3. Fyuk-chai (6g£fc «*|).

6. Mang-chi (&# °J *1 )

0. Yong-du-re sl
l )
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Three methods of placer mining are in general use, and

each of these depends upon the local conditions pertaining to the

ground to be worked, (a). This method is used when the depo-

sit is a shallow one in a narrow valley. Work is started by

a trench or ditch at a short distance from' and parallel

to the stream. This ditch is arranged to be used as a sluice for

washing the gold-bearing gravel, and the water can be easily

deflected to one side when necessary to clean up the concen-

trated gold-bearing gravel. The deposit being a shallow one,

the pay-streak, or portion rich in gold, is soon reached by ex-

cavating the worthless overburden of dirt. This kam-chul

as it is called by the Koreans, means literally,

“ sweet earth." Often-times it is sufficiently rich in gold to be

carried direct to the panning pool. When this is not the case it

is piled in a heap at the head of the sluice until a sufficient

amount has been collected. It is then thrown at more or less

regular intervals into the sluice where it is washed and con-

centrated by the flowing water. The pebbles and coarse gravel

arc taken out by means of the o-rcng-i which acts in the dual

capacity of a screen and a shovel. The gravel is gradually

worked down in this way until the gold-bearing gravel is con-

centrated. The stream of water is then deflected, and the

concentrated gravel collected by means of the so-ko-ri and carried

to the panning pool under the watchful eye of the ever-present

toktai ), or “ mining boss.” The ham-ji is used

in panning to extract the gold, and the gold recovered is turned

over to the tok-tai for his disposal. This (a) method is shown

in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. Fig. 4 also shows the placer tools.

(b). This method applies to a broad valley with a deposit

varying in depth from 8 to 20 feet, where the stream is

some distance from the ground to be worked. Work is gene-

rally started by digging pits, varying in size according to the

number of men employed, until the pay-streak, or kam-chul, is

exposed. This is then collected in heaps and conveyed to the

stream, and panned there if sufficiently rich. If not, the method
as outlined in (a) is employed. This method is generally an
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expensive and wasteful one, because a great deal of gravel is

left behind because of the . necessity of using it for dumping

ground while* the pits are being excavated. Another bad

feature is that, as a rule, no provision is made for a system

of drains or ditches which will permit of continuous working.

Thus a great deal of ground has to be handled two or more

times before the pay-streak, or kam-chul, can be entirely

recovered. The yong-du-re, or bailing bucket, has to be used a

great deal when this method of working is employed, because

of the lack of drains. Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the ground

worked by this method, and also show the yong-du-re in operation,

(c). This method is one where small shafts are sunk to reach the

kam-chul, or pay-streak. This is not a common method,

however, and is restricted in use to a very few places. Some

years ago l visited a portion of the Chik-san District where this

method was in operation. After the pay-streak is dug out, it is

collected and treated in the same way as outlined in (a).

Unless the winter is mild, no work is done in North Korea

between December and March. Heavy rains during July or

August also interfere with the placer mining operations. A
great deal of placer mining has been done in the past by the

farmers during their leisure time, and it is true that a con-

siderable amount of gold has been produced in this way

that has never been accounted for in the gold production of the

country.

It is of interest to note here that a different method of

working placer deposits was at one- time in operation in the

Chik-san District ($? jlj $[$), when the work was being con-

ducted under Japanese overseers. The place of operation was

at Sei-go-ri Q ][£), about 4 miles south-east of the Sei-kwan

Station (h\C {£ 3|i J£) on the Seoul-Fusan Railway. The

overburden of clay and gravel averaged 20 feet in depth, and

the kam-chul, or pay-streak, was from one to three feet in

thickness. Work was started by digging a pit about 60 feet

square down to the pay-streak. This work was generally let

by contract, and it took from 10 to 12 days to complete this





Fig. 7.—Showing Sluice used at Setgort (Chiksan District).

Fig. 8.—Showing Depth oe Overburden at Seigori (Chiksan District).



Fig. 9.—Showing Removal of Pay-Streak at Skigori (Chiksnn District).

Fig. 11.—MaNG-CHJ AND

Ta-rai-chcng (5) *3 ).

Fig. 10.—Showing Archimedean Screw Pumps at Seigori (Chiksan District).



1'ig. 12.—Showing Kool-tol ($§ used in Crushing Ore
(Unsan District).

Fig. 1.1 .—Kooi.-toi, (
i

t'$ 7T S'!') used in Crushing Ore (I’nsan District).

Showing sacks oi’ crushed ore in left foreground.
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excavation. This meant the removal of some 2,400 cubic

yards of overburden. Owing to the difficulty of controlling

the inflow of water through the gravel it was not possible to use

ground sluices, and a flume and a sluice were therefore con-

structed at ground level, and supported by poles, as shown in

Fig. 7. Wooden blocks were used for riffles in the sluice. The

depth of overburden is shown 'in Fig. 8, and the absence of

large boulders is to be noted. In Fig. 9 is shown the method

of removing the pay-streak (kam-chul), and how it was elevated

to the feed-box at the head of the sluice. This feed-box is also

shown in Fig. 7, and so arc the inclined ladder-ways for the

men who carried the gravel. In order to handle the water for

short lifts, the Japanese utilized the principle of the Archimedean

screw, as shown In Fig. 10. So far as I know this method of

handling water has not been employed elsewhere in Korea.

The sluice was cleaned up at regular intervals, and the gold

extracted from the auriferous sands by washing and panning.

The gold collected was sent to Dai Ichi Ginko, Ltd., (First

National Bank), Seoul.

Former Methods of Administration.—Formerly all

gold mining, both lode and alluvial, was under the control of

the Imperial Household So far as I can learn the

Government sent either a representaitvc from Seoul, or else was

represented by the Governor of the Province or the Magistrate

of the District in which the placer mine or lode mine was

worked. These men, in turn, appointed the subordinate officials.

The various titles, or names, given to these officials, are as

follow :

—

1.—Kam-ni J|g(?Jr e|) ), or Superintendent.

2.—Wi-won (§£r (-rj 34 ) ), or Chief Overseer. 1

2.—Pah-won ... ($j| 34 ) ), or Chief Overseer.2

4.

—Pyul-chang ()JiJ }|rf •*£)), or Special Overseer.
1
'

5.

—Sei-gam ($£ ('•!] #) ), or Tax Collector.

1 The literal meaning of Wi-won is “ trusty man.”

2
„ „ „ „ Pali-won is “ distributing man.”

* „ „
’

„ „ Pyul-chang is “ special general.”
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— Chu-sa *( -}-: Af) ), or Clerk or Book-keeper.
7.

— Soo-bi-byung ) )» or Guards or Watchmen. 1

S.—Sah-ryung ... (ftji (Af ) ), or Servants.

The Kam-ni ($£ JJR) was appointed by the Imperial

1 louschokl, but I have been unable to learn the date when this

office was created. lie was directly responsible to the Imperial

Household rS /$)• The Wi-won |i) was appointed

by the Kam-ni, and so was the Tail-won (j/j* I Y). The Sei-gam

(f£ nii. )
was appointed by the Pah-won, and the Chu-sa (t£ ?$£)

received his appointment from the Kam-ni. The Soo-bi-byung

J^) were sent either from Seoul or by the Governor of

the Province in which the placer or lode mines were oiierated.

The Sah-ryung (ftji ft) were servants under the direction of the

Pyul-chang, and apparently were a part of his staff. In the old

days, so 1 am told, there was no Kam-ni ($£ X>(! )
to superintend

the mining operations, but the work was under the supervision

of the Pyul-chang (#lj J|rQ, who was appointed by either the

Governor, or the Magistrate, of the mining district. From what

I have learned it would seem that the Kam-ni is an oflice created

within the last twenty-five years.

In these old days the general method of procedure in

beginning mining work was for the tok-tai (f£j ifc), or mining
“
boss, ” to apply to the Pyul-chang for permission to work a

certain portion of ground. After receiving this application, the

Pyul-chang would then send one or more Sei-gam to investigate

the ground applied for, not with an object of determining its

value, but to decide the number of wrorkers and the amount of

taxes which should be collected. In many cases the tok-tai was

obliged either to purchase the land, or else to come to some

agreement with the owner regarding the use of it for mining

work.

The tok-tai employed a number of miners to dig the ground

and to extract the gold. The laborers .vere known as Yok-bu

(tx iJc -r*) ). and also as Keum-chum-gun ($& Jc (i^ )•

I be placei miners were called To-chum-gun (ft Ipf (jj:

1 The literal meaning of Soo-bi-byung is “ ready-watching soldiers."
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-J) ) to distinguish them from the lode miners who were called

Sok-chum-gun (^j #j 5j( (
A
4 ^ "3r) )•

The miners usually worked in groups of five or ten under

the direction of a tok-tai. Sometimes he paid them a daily wage

for their labors, but more often the custom was for the tok-tai

to furnish food, tobacco, and straw shoes for his men, and to

pay the taxes according to the number of men employed by

him. The rate of taxes would vary with the richness of the

ground worked. The taxes were collected twice each month,

and were generally at the rate of 5 pun (;//. $}• (.£_-§ ) for

each party of five miners. If the production was very favorable

this same rate would be applied to each party oftwo miners
;

if

unfavorable, the rate would be changed to apply to each party

of 10 miners. If the tok-tai, in addition to providing board,

tobacco, and straw shoes, paid the semi-monthly tax, he was

entitled to receive three-quarters of the production. The remain-

ing one-quarter was divided among the miners. ( )n the other

hand, if the tok-tai furnished nothing, he generally got from one-

third to one-half the production, and the miners paid their own

taxes. There were no fixed standards for the different mining

districts, therefore the rates as mentioned above would vary

according to the district.

Certain regulations were made regarding workings in

proximity to rice-fields, certain buildings, and tombs, but these

regulations were more often broken than observed. The Im-

perial Household made no attempt apparently to regulate the

mining industry in such a way as to protect the miners, and to

secure the best results, but endeavoured only to collect as much in

taxes as the miners could be made to pay. Without systematic

regulation of the mining areas it was a common matter for one

tok-tai to apply for and frequently to secure permission to work

profitable ground already held by another tok-tai. Unscrupul-

ous officials were apt to levy unjust taxes, make false reports of

taxes collected and of weights of gold taken out, and they were

also known to make false returns to the Imperial House-

hold.
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2.—Lode Mining.

Lode mining, or Sok-chum
(/ft has been

characterized by primitive methods. Gold from lodes is known
as Sok-keum (ift^ (AJ-ct) )> and means “rock-gold.’’ The
following tools and apparatus are those in general use :

1.

—Mot-chung (£a 311 iron moil, used for chip-

ping and breaking stone.

2.

—Ta-rai-chung (£} e| ^), same as above, but with handle

for holding, while striking with hammer.

3.

—Mang-chi (|fg *|)), a hammer of from 3 to 5

pounds in weight used in conjunction with the mot-

chung and ta-rai-chung.

4.

—Kool-tol ($^/ft (il" if-) ), or “ rocking-stone ” for crushing

ore as it comes from the mine.

5.

— Kal-tol (j|G ift (Q ^f-) ), or “ grinding-stone ” for grinding

the ore after being crushed by the “ rocking-stone.”

6.

—Ham-ji (tj- 7tj), used for panning the finely crushed

ore from the “ grinding-stone.”

7.

—Sui-ryun-ki-gei ^1 ) )> or water-wheel

mill for crushing and amalgamating gold-ore.

The ta-rai-chung (£f (-c|-e| *3) ) is simply the mot-chung

(-^*4) ) with the addition of a handle, and together with

the mang-chi (
T

3’*|) ) are shown in Fig. 1 1 ,
as well as in

Fig. 1. The Kool-tol (frijbft (^^-) ), or “rocking-stone” is

shown in Figs. 12, 13, and 14. The kal-tol (j&^ft (^lf) )» or

“grinding-stone” is illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15. The ham-ji

is shown to good advantage in Fig. 16. Two ex-

amples of sui-ryun-ki-gei (TKffttSM )> onc of tcn

stamps, and the other of forty stamps, are shown in Figs. 17 and

1 8, respectively.

In lode mining the general method of working was to sink

a scries of small shafts or pits on the outcrop of the lode or vein.

A good example of this kind of work is shown in Fig. 19. The

ore was obtained by breaking the lode-rock with mot cluing or

ta-rai-chung and hammer. When the ore became too hard for



Fig. 14.

—

Showing Operation op Kooi.-tol fT s -S') asd Kal-tol (fg Ti %)
(Unsan District).

Fig. 15.

—

Kal-tol (ig "a e’) used in Grinding Ore (Unsan District).

Showing ground ore in front of stones, and edge of panning pool

may be seen'at the left.



Fig. IB.—Showing the use of IIam-.tt ("fj"*!) in Panning.

Fig. 17.—(hom ing Sl'i-ryun-ki-gei (7}c fm 1$ t5
- & 3 1 Til) >'SKD >N

Crushing Ore.

Water-wheel mill of ten stamps.



Fig. 18.—Showing Two Si i-kyi s-hi-gei 4-S A 7t|).

Two water-wheel mills of twenty stamps each.

Fig. 19.

—

Showing Method of I,ode Mining (TT J£ *j).

A number of workings are shown along the outcrop.



Fig. 20.

—

Ancient Kooi.-tol (ff 7T s "S') and Kai.-tot, ff^TT !» ig ).

(I nsan District)

Fig. 21 .—Showing a Walt, of Ancient Koot.-tol (fJTf and

K at.-tot. (Iff J\ %) (Unsan District).
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this method, a lire was built against the portion desired and the

rock was thoroughly heated in this way, and then water was

thrown upon the heated rock. This caused the rock to become

friable, and a certain portion of it was then easily broken out.

By using this laborious method it became possible to extract ore

which could not be taken out in any other way. The next step

was to crush the ore. This is accomplished in two ways, firstly,

by kool-tol ('i'-f-) ) and kal-tol (Q -§) ),
(“ rock-

ing and grinding-stones ”), and secondly, by means of the water-

wheel mill known as the sui-ryun-ki-gei ( ‘rr'G’ -*l ^1 ) )•

These two methods are shown in Figs. 12, 13, 14, 1 5 »

1/ and 18, respectively. Abandoned kool-tol and kal-

tol (from the Unsan District) are shown in Figs. 20 and

21.

The ore as it comes from the mine is carried to the kool-tol

(1j 'e) ) where it is crushed to the size of chestnuts.

The kool-tol is generally worked by four men, one pair on each

side, who rock back artd forth in unison. These stones arc of

good size, and weigh from 250 to 400 lbs. The crushing is

continued until the ore is crushed to about 10 or 20 mesh. A
rough screen, made of tin punched irregularly with small holes,

is used during the crushing, and the oversize is returned to the

stone again for further crushing. When the ore is finally reduc-

ed to the desired size or fineness, it is sacked and carried to the

kal-tol
) which is generally located close to the

panning pool. The ore is finally ground to the fineness desired

for panning, generally 60 to 80 mesh. This finely-ground ore is

then panned, as shown in Fig. 16. The Korean is an expert at

panning with his wooden pan or bowl (ham-ji). It is generally

of one piece of wood, from iS to 24 inches in diameter, with a

depth of about 4 inches, and the sides flare slightly. Although

this method is necessarily slow and laborious, a large amount of

gold has been won in this way.

The second method of crushing ore is by the use of the

sui-ryun-ki-gei 71
] ) ), water-wheel mill, com-

prising generally ten wooden stamps driven by an overshot
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water-wheel. The water-wheels are made of wood, and arc

about 1 2 feet in diameter. Overshot wheels are the rule, the

necessary water being conveyed by ditches to the wheel. There

is a tradition among the Korean miners in the Un-san District

(Slll?l>) the water-wheel mill was introduced from China,

but I have been unable to verify this. It is well known that

stamp-mills of the same general type are used near Kagoshima

in Japan. Whether the wooden stamp mill was introduced

from Japan to Korea, I am unable to state definitely, but I

consider this is a point worthy of further investigation.

These water-wheel mills are usually built in two batteries of

five stamps each, one battery on each side of the water wheels.

But there are some built with two batteries of ten stamps each,

or ten stamps on each side of the wheel, as shown in Fig. iS.

This type can be used only where there is sufficient water to

run them, as they require more power than the ordinary

type.

To secure the best results the size of the ore fed to the

mortars should not be larger than a chestnut. The ore is fed

at regular intervals, and is crushed in the mortar by; the action

of the dropping of the iron-shod wooden stamps. Mercury is

fed from time to time in small quantities to the mortar, where

the gold freed from the ore is amalgamated. The greater the

gold-content of the ore, the more often mercury is fed. It is not

customary to treat the tailing, the over-flow from the mortar,

and it is permitted to run to waste. As may be easily imagined

the crushing capacity of these mills is extremely limited. The

capacity ranges from 1000 to 2000 pounds in 24 hours, depend-

ing greatly upon the hardness of the ore. The amalgam form-

ed by the union of the gold and mercury is collected from the

mortars at regular intervals, and the gold is recovered by retort-

ing. Wherever sufficient water is available these water-wheel

mills are used in preference to the kool-tol and kal-tol.

During the year 1910 there was a tremendous boom in lode

mining in the Sak-ju District (lififl *Jf| and it is estimated that

fully one hundred 10-stamp water wheel mills were at work.
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The procedure in beginning work in any lode gold district

was along the same lines as described under placer mining. 1 he

rate of taxes was different in that each miner was taxed, instead

of each group as in placer mining. As has been stated there

were no uniform regulations enforced for the control of the gold-

mining districts
;
consequently, what was made to apply to one

district did not necessarily apply to another.

However, in July, 1895. new and important regulations

concerning mining were issued by the Government, and, in the

same year, a mining concession in the district of Un-san ('Jj |lj)

was granted to an American. 1 This year marked the beginning

of an important era in the development of gold mining in Korea.

Foreign Concessions and their Development.

—

Until the year 1883, Korea hail been closed to foreigners,

although a treaty between Korea and Japan had been ratified on

February 27th, 1876. The first foreign treaty was with the United

States, and was ratified on May 19th, 1883. During the same

year treaties were concluded with Germany and Great Britain.
3

In 18S5, permission was granted to the English firm of Jardine,

Matheson & Co. to operate gold placers, but the results were

unsatisfactory. ’’ In 1 889 ten modern stamps were brought out

from California under the direction of the Government
;

4
these

were
,

taken as far as Puk-chin $$1 ) in the Un-san District

(g| lb #[S), but were not erected for some cause. It is of interest

to note, however, that these ten stamps afterwards were incor-

porated in the mill at Chittabalbie (*1 U)
) ), the

pioneer of modern mills in Korea. This mill is shown in

Fig. 22.

From 1895 to 1906 foreigners were able to engage in

mining operations only through concessions granted by the

Emperor or the Imperial Household, and in some instances, by

certain Ministers of State. Consequently these conditions were

1 Hulbert, The History of Korea, Vol. II., Seoul, 1905, p. 284.

3 ‘bid, p. 233.

K The Mining Journal, London, October 23, 1909, p. 121,

i ibid, p. 1 32.
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the cause of frequent disputes and led to bribery in some cases.

More or loss rivalry existed among the different nationalities in

securing these concessions of mining rights.

As already stated, the first concession granted under the

regulations issued in 1895 was to an American, Mr. James R.

Morse, who received from the Imperial Household on April

jyth, 1896, the approval of the concession rights for the Un-san

District granted in the previous year. This concession was later

modified on March 27th, 1899, when the agreed payment of 25

per cent, of the net profits to the Government was compounded

for a lump sum paid in cash, and for an annual payment there-

after ofYen 25,000 per year. Within the next few years conces-

sions were granted to British, German, French, Russian, Japan-

ese and Italian representatives.

Thus far, the American companies have been the most suc-

cessful in their undertakings. At this time the three most pro-

fitable concessions are being operated by Americans
;
these are

the Un-san llj), Su-an (j|£ 5£), and Chik-san ($£ |1|) con-

cessions, and for the year 1915 they have produced gold to the

value of Yen 5,657,244 or approximately 75 per cent, of the

estimated production for that year. Although these three con-

cessions are being operated successfully by Americans it should

be noted that only one, Un-san flj), is an American

Concession.

The Su-an (j$t concession was granted on November

4th, 1905, to a British syndicate (The Korean Syndicate, Ltd.)

by the Korean government, and comprises the Su-an District

{'&. $[>> hi Whang-hai Province jH). The British

syndicate, after doing a certain amount of development work,

leased their mining rights to an American company on

November 12th, 1907, receiving therefor a certain percentage of

the yearly profits.

The Chik-san ifgf jL| )
concession was granted on August

1 6th, 1900, by the Imperial Household to a Ja]ianesc syndicate,

the Shibusawa-Acano Mining Partnership, for mining rights

in the Chik-san District (f$£ | 1 |
South Choong-chung
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Province (,2.’, fra tfa ill)- The operations by this syndicate were

not wholly successful, and their rights were taken over by an

American company in 1911. This concession is being worked

succssfully.

The first German concession was granted in 1 897, and was

located at Tang-kogci in Kang-won Province (f f iH),

about loo miles north-east of Seoul ($£ Ji$). Mining operations

were not successful and the concession was abandoned. In

1908, under the new Mining Regulations, promulgated in 1906,

a mining area was selected in the Syen-chun District ( n£ Jl| $[$),

North Pycng-an Province (3* 4b 5il)* A small quantity of

profitable ore was developed, sufficient for a five-stamp mill,

which was operated in 1910 and 1911. It was then closed

down, as there was no more ore. Later on this mill was sold

to the French concession, and placed in operation there.

The French concession was granted on June 7th, 1901, by

the Korean government to a French citizen, M. Saltarel, to work

a mining area to be located in the Chang-sung District #[5 ),

North Pyeng-an Province (/F ?!£)• A final selection

of the mining area was made in 1908, and milling operations

began in 1912. It is reported that the results thus far have

been satisfactoiy and the production for the years 19 12-19 14,

inclusive, has been approximately Yen 1,500,000.

The Italian concession was granted by the Korean govern-

ment on March 15th, 1905, to work a mining area to be selected

in the Hu-chang District (J|C ^ North Pyeng-an Province.

The Italian syndicate in charge of operations made its selection

of the mining avea in 1909. Thus far the undertaking has not

been wholly successful.

The first British concession granted was in 1 899, and com-

prised mining rights in the Eun-san District (/j£ jJL| fj|>), about

50 miles north-east of the city of Pyeng-yang, in South Pyeng-an

Province. Milling operations were carried on during the years

1903-4 with very good results, but the ore suddenly failed, and

mining operations were abandoned in 1905.

The above list of concessions constitutes the principal ones
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granted either by the Korean government, or the Imperial

Household, prior to the new mining regulations promulgated

in 1906.

A short account will be given of the development of the

Un-san, Su-an, and Chik-san concessions to the end of the

year 1915.

Un-san Concession.—This concession is being worked

by the Oriental Consolidated Mining Company, an American

company, which has been highly successful in it's operations in

this district from the beginning. Operations were first started

at Chittabalbie (fjg (
7;] e} ^ Uj

) ), and a twenty-stamp mill

was placed in operation in 1897. This mill was the pioneer of

the modern stamp-mills in Korea. (See Fig. 22.) Before the

mine was abandoned in 1905, it had produced 152,632 tons

of ore valued at Yen 3,036,952.

In 1899 a forty-stamp mill was erected at Tabowie (}£ )

and in 1907 was enlarged to eighty stamps. To June 30th, 1915,

this mine has produced 1,226,859 tons of ore valued at Yen

15,918,755.

A twenty-stamp mill was erected at Kuk-san-dong

( jfeM in 1900. It was increased to forty stamps in 1905.

This mine was closed down on January 15th, 1915, after having

produced 551,892 tons of ore valued at Yen 4,788,182.

In 1902 a forty-stamp mill was placed in operation at

Maibong (Jj*£ |I|£). To June 30th, 1915, 412,071 tons of ore

valued at Yen 5,967,274. have been produced.

In 1903 an eighty-stamp mill was erected at Taracol 1 ).

To June 30th, 1915, this mine has produced 1,173,208 tons of

ore valued at Yen 13,749,526.

This mill is shown in Fig. 23, and Figs. 24 and 25 show

the battery and vanner floors, respectively. There are 16 bat-

teries of five stamps each, and 32 vanners of the Frue type.

The daily capacity of this mill is about 350 tons in 24 hours.

In 1908 a ten-stamp mill was placed in operation at Candle-

stick l’rom this mine 43,998 tons of ore valued at

Yen 999,591 have been produced up to June 30th, 1915.



Fig. 22.—Showing the 20-Stamp Mill at Chittabalbif.

(Unsan District)

The first modern milljbuilt in Korea.

Fig. 23.—Showing the 80-Stamp Mux at Takacol.

(Unsan District)



Fig. 24. -Showing tiie Battery Feoor of tiie Taracol 80-Stamp Milt.

There are sixteen batteries of five stamps each.
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As may be seen from the foregoing the growth and develop-

ment of this concession lias been exceedingly satisfactory. On
July ist, 1915, a total of 210 stamps were in operation at the

following mines :

—

Tabowie.

Taracol.

Maibong.

hr. Candlestick.

So stamps.

80 „

40

10

The tonnage of ore crushed for the year ended December

31st, 1915, was 295,379 tons valued at Yen 3,758,135. From

this ore, gold in bullion and concentrates was recovered to the

value of Yen, 3,22s,94 1.

The total tonnage of ore produced from the various mines

since 1897 to December 31st, 1915, has been 3,986,772 tons

valued at Yen 49,568, 632.

The first dividend of 5 per cent, was paid in 1903. Since

that time to July ist, 1915, the total dividends have amounted

to 1 50 per cent., or a total of Yen 12,871,550.

Sll-an Concession. —This British concession is held by

the Korean Syndicate, Limited, of London, but is being

operated by The Seoul Mining Company. This concession is

being developed with highly successful.' results. Although not

as old as the Un-san concession, its tonnage and output are

increasing yearly. It shows promise of eventually becoming

the largest producer in Korea.

The first stamp-mill of twenty stamps was placed in opera-

tion in the latter part of 1 909 at the Suan Mine. This mine

developed satisfactorily, and the mill was increased to forty

stamps in the antumn of 191 1.

During the past three years a larger mine than the Su-an

Mine has been developed at Tul-mi-chung (f[rf /=£), about six-

miles south’ of Hol-kol j[q]). A reduction plant, the pioneer

of its kind in Korea, was placed in operation late in September,

1915. This plant has a rated capacity of 350 tons in 24 hours,

and is the first one in Korea to use Hardinge Conical Ball- and

Pebble-Mills, in place of gravity stamps for crushing and
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grinding the ore. Both plants also employ the oil-flotation pro-

cess for the recovery of concentrate. It is expected that the

production of gold from the Su-an concession for 1916 will ap-

proximate a total of Yen 2,500,000.

The Su-an Mill is shown in Fig. 26, and a portion of the

battery-floor is shown in Fig. 27. The Tul-mi-chung Reduction

Plant is shown in Fig. 28, and the Ball- and Pebble-Mills are

shown in Fig. 29.

For the year ended December 31st, J 9 1 5, the Su-an conces-

sion produced 108,07s tons of ore valued at Yen 1,789,224.

The gold production for the same period amounted to Yen

1,435,041.

Since the date of the commencement of milling operations

in 1909, to January 1st, 1916, the Su-an concession has pro-

duced 433,361 tons of are valued at Yen 7,945,328, with

a total gold production of Yen 6,566,244. The dividends for

the same period have amounted to a total of Yen 2,180,087.50,

or a total of 275 per cent.

Chik-san Concession.—This concession was operated

intermittently by the concessionaires, Shibusawa-Asano Mining

Partnership, on a small scale until 1906. In this year American

partners were admitted, and in 1907 a small stamp-mill was

placed in operation. In 19 11 a reorganization took place

whereby the control of the concession rights was taken over

by an American company, the Chiksan Mining Company.

During the Japanese regime considerable work was done on

the placer deposits, and a small profit was made. Although no

exact figures are available it is probable that the alluvial gold

production during this time amounted to over Yen 300,000.

For the year ended December 31st, 191 5, the production

of gold from this concession was Yen-933,261. It is estimated

that the Chik-san concession has produced Yen 3,199,073 in

gold; and has treated 192,144 tons of ore during the period

from February, 1908, to January 1st, 1916. This concession

has now reached the dividend-paying stage, and is being

operated successfully.
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Earlier in this paper was mentioned the placer ground at

Sei-go-ri which was worked under the supervision of the Japa-

nese concessionaires. The present company has proved the

existence of a large acreage of ground containing sufficient gold

to warrant the installation of a gold-dredge. The order has

been placed for this dredge, and it is expected that it will be in

ojxuation before the end of 1916. Chiksan will therefore have

the distinction of starting the first gold-dredge in Korea.

The operation of this gold-dredge, in conjunction with the

present mill of forty-five stamps, should result in showing a con-

siderable increase in the gold-production for 1916, and for seve-

ral succeeding years.

From the above brief description of the Unsan, Suan, and

Chiksan Concessions, it may be readily seen how important a

part they have had in the development of the gold-mining in-

dustry in Korea.

Japanese Mining Enterprises. — Kncouragemcnt has

been given by the Government-General to large companies or

corporations in Japan, such as Messrs. Furukawa, Asano, and

Kuhara, to undertake gold-mining operations in Korea. This

has resulted in the Furukawa Partnership Company being

granted a number of gold mining areas in April, 1912, to the

extent of some 14,842 acres, or 12,260,000 tsubo in the

Koo-sung District ) in North Pyeng-an Province. This

location is shown on the General Map of Korea appended to

this paper. Mr. S. Asano is engaged in working placer deposits

in the Soon-an (!i|§{ 5£) and Yeng-byen (%'• 3^) Districts; these

are shown on the map just referred to.

Another venture worthy of commendation is the smeltery

built at Chinnampo by the Kuhara Mining Company, of Osaka

which began operations in October, 1915. This undertaking

should prove to be a very successful one, and it will assist the

immediate development of the mining industry in many ways.

In addition to receiving gold- and copper-ores from many small

mines or prospects, it is also treating the gold-copper concentrate
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from the Tul-mi-chung Reduction Plant of the Su-an Mines,

which amounts to several hundred tons per month.

Gold Mines Retained by the Government-General.

—Consequent upon the mineral deposit surveys made during

the past few years in eleven of the thirteen provinces, the Gov-

ernment-General has retained for experimental exploitation

purposes the gold mines in Sang-ju ('fu]
i)>[>|

) District, North

Kyung-sang Province (£g fi‘] ijfc iE)> in Wi-ju (§g M) District

North Pyeng-an Province ffi ). and in Ham-hcung

(/^|^) District, South Ham-kyung Province (Jj£ M $1 jE)-'

This is a new undertaking for the Government to engage in gold

mining, and the results will be noted with interest.

General Remarks.—The Koreans have proved them-

selves to be quite expert at the various methods of mining de-

scribed in this paper. They have been quick also to learn the

Western methods of mining, particularly as practised in Ame-

rican mines. What might be termed the first training school for

miners, under foreign supervision, was really at the Chittabalbie

Mine, Unsan concession. As new mines were developed more

Koreans found employment and gradually a small army of

efficient native miners became trained.

The Korean miner, as a rule, is good-natured, and easy to

manage. It has been clearly demonstrated that he can be

taught to become capable and efficient, as is shown by the

variety of work he has learned to do under foreign supervision.

To my mind, he is the best miner in the world for the wage he

receives, usually 50 sen per day, unless on contract work when

it may rise as high as Yen 1.00 per day. Not only do many

of them become expert hand-drillers, but they also learn very

readily to operate power-drills. Many of them do work

that compares favourably with that of foreign miners. The

chief fault is the carelessness shown by the average miner

under-ground. This carelessness is the direct cause of practi-

cally all mine accidents.

1 Annual Report on Reforms and Progress in Chosen ^Korea), (1913-14)

Seoul, July, 1915, p. 1 13.
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In addition to the Koreans, a number of Chinese arc em

ployed at the mines operated by the foreign companies. They

arc used as miners, and also make good watchmen and

mechanics.

A considerable number of Jaixxnese are also employed as

carpenters, mechanics, clerks, etc.

Some idea may be gained of the importance of gold mining

in Korea when it is realised that not less than 50,000 Koreans,

several thousand Chinese and Japanese, arc at this time directly

dependent for their livelihood upon the foreign mining com-

panies operating in Korea.

The Japanese authorities have realised the important part

played by the foreign mine concessionaires in developing the

mineral resources of the country, and arc apparently willing to

assist foreign mining companies in every way possible.

x\s the mining industry expands so will Korea become

richer in proportion, because the money earned by the miners

will add considerably to the wealth of the country. In addition

to the money paid out for wages, local supplies, etc., the pur-

chases of machinery and other mining supplies from abroad will

add appreciably to the imports of the country.

Mining Regulations.— In June and July, respectively,

of 1906, the KoreanJ Government, acting upon the advice

of the Resident-General, Prince Ito, enacted laws concerning

lode and placer mining. These laws were promulgated in

September of the same year. These laws were undoubtedly a

step in the right direction, as, prior to this time, mining was

not under the sort of supervision or control that ensured the

steady and proper development of the mineral resources of the

country.

The principal features of these mining laws are, as follow :

l

“ 1.—Mines belonging to the State are brought under the

“ control of the Minister of Agriculture, Commerce, and In-

1 Annual Report on Reforms and Progress in Korea, (1908-9', Seoul,

December, 1909, p. 144.
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" dustry, to whom applications for concessions should be made
“ by a Korean or a foreigner in accordance with the Mining

“ Laws of Korea.

"2.—Mines already in operation, abandoned mines and

“ mine-ditches of which the ownership cannot be definitely

“ascertained, become State property.

“ 3.—To avert the evils of monopoly, mining districts are

" to be of fixed extent, and to protect public interests mining is

" prohibited in prescribed localities; but, on the other hand, in

“ case of necessity mining enterprises in private lands may be

“ compulsorily expropriated.

“ 4 .—Full protection is to be extended to mining conces-

“ sions hitherto held insecurely, and their cancellation is to be

“ disallowed except in cases where the law provides otherwise.

“ The concession rights may be made the object of transfer by
“ sale, gift, or succession, and of mortgage.

“ 5.—Taxes are to be levied on mining products and min-

“ ing districts, imports hitherto diverse being made uniform, and

“ fees arc to be charged on application for concessions.

“ 6.— In case a concession is competed for, the grant is to

“ be made according to priority of application, in order to put a

“ stop to the evils hitherto connected with arbitrarily granting

“ concessions as the outcome of questionable scheming and

“ agitation.

“ 7.—The boundaries of mines belonging to the Imperial

“ Household are to be re-defined and publicly announced.

“ 8.—Any matter relating to foreigners in executing these

“ laws and regulations, should be referred to the Residcnt-

“ General for his consent.

The taxes were fixed at the rate of one per cent, (i^o) of

the annual gross production, and an annual tax of 50 sen per

1,000 tsubo of land (•*. acre) in the mining area.

The gold mining areas were limited to 1,000,000 tsubo

(approximately 826 acres), except where it could be shown

clearly that more than this area was necessary.
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It was found that some of the laws were not satisfactory,

and the following amendments were made :

—

'

" “ The Mining Laws were lirst amended l>y 1 .aw No. 3, issued

“ on August 6 , 1907. Ry it the mines belonging to the Imperial

“
I Iouschold were transferred to the State and are to be treated

“ in the same way as mines belonging to the Slate. In ordei to

“ simplify the procedure of applications as far as possible, the law

“was, again amended on March 16th, 1908, so that mattcis

“ concerning foreigners, which require the consent of the Resi-

“ dcncy, have been reduced to a few important cases.

"Further the Resident General, with a view to encourage

“ investment of foreign capital in the exploitation of mines in

“ Korea, caused the competent Korean Authorities to modify

“ the laws and regulations, in so far as these provisions were felt

“ to be inconvenient to foreign investors, and to devise cx-

“ pedients for affording facilities to the latter. The Korean

“ Government consequently further revised, on July 7th, 1908,

“ the Mining Law to the effect that the transfer of mining rights

“ and their hypothecation need not receive Government sanc-

" tion, and that the articles in the laws and regulations providing

“ that mining permits can be cancelled or mining operations

“ suspended by the Government should be limited or struck

“ out as far as possible. Thus the stability of mining rights in

“ Korea has been secured. As already stated under the

“ heading of ‘ Customs Duties,’ Law No. 21, which was issued

" on August 19th soon after the revision of the Mining Law,

“ exempts from duty machinery, instruments, and other neces-

“ sary articles imported for mining purposes, and remits the

“ export duty on copper and concentrate of gold, silver and

" copper (gold and silver bullion or coin being already free of

“ duty).

“ The Forestry Law of Korea further affords all possible

“ convenience and facilities for mining operations. In accordance

“ with the Regulations for the Disposal of State Forests and

1 Annual Report on Reforms and Progress in Korea, (1908-9}, Seoul,

December, 1909, p. 144.
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“ their Products, State forests may be rented or sold to mine
“ operators by a free contract, or the products of such forests

“ may be sold to them.” 1

These mining laws, as promulgated in 1906, have been

recently revised, and arc to be promulgated within a short time.

The principal and most important change is that henceforth all

mining rights will be denied to foreigners, as set forth in Art.

VI. of the Chosen Mining Ordinance which states that
“ None

" can enjoy mining rights other than subjects of the Empire

“ or juridical persons organized in accordance with the laws and

“ ordinances of the Empire.” 2 The only way in which

foreigners will be able to acquire such rights in the future will

be to organize themselves as partners of a legal person organized

in accordance with the Japanese law. The amount of royalty

to be levied remains as before, namely, — one per cent. ( 1 °/o ) of

the gross output yearly, but the ground tax has been increased

from 50 to 60 sen per 1000 tsubo of mining area.

Foreigners who already possess mining rights will not be

affected by this revision, as they will be permitted to use and

retain their rights for any length of time in the future.

The laws, as a whole, have been extremely liberal, and

compare very favorably with the mining laws of other mining

countries. As already noted (p. 33), important revisions of the

Mining Laws were made in 1908 with a view of further encou-

raging foreign capital to invest in mining enterprises in Korea.

It is therefore evident that the authorities have realized the

extent of the important work done by foreigners in developing

the mining industry in this country. Although the new Mining

Ordinance, about to be promulgated, may contain some unsatis-

factory conditions, it is not at all improbable that further revi-

sions may be made eventually to the satisfaction of all concerned.

The Government-General, in 1911, commenced a sur-

vey of the mineral deposits in Korea with the object of

1 Annual Report on Reforms and Progress • in Korea, ( 1908-9 , Seoul,

December, 1909, p. 145.

- The Seoul Tress, Seoul, January 9II1, 1916, p. 2.
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furnishing reliable information to those interested in mining.

In three years ending December, 1913, the survey of the five

following provinces was completed :—North and South Ham-

kyung, North and South Pyeng-an, and Whang-hai. In ad-

dition to these just mentioned, portions of the following six

provinces were surveyed :— Kyong-ki, North and South

Kyung-sang, North and South Choong-chiuig, and Kang-won.'

This work has been under the direction of the Mining Section

of the Department of Agriculture, Commerce, and Industry,

and the reports issued thus far give evidence of careful and

earnest work. They are printed in both Japanese and English.

The Mining Section is fortunate in having competent and

courteous officials who are doing good work in gathering

information and collecting data regarding the mineral resources

of the country.

Tables of Gold Production and Export.—The first

table shows the Bullion and Gold Ore exported from Korea,

1884-1915, inclusive. The second table shows the Gold Pro-

duction of Korea for the years 190S-1914, inclusive, and is

made up from the returns made to the Government-General by

the various operators engaged in gold mining. The third table

shows in detail the gold produced by each province for the year

1914, and is interesting in that it shows returns from all of the

thirteen provinces.

1 Annual Report on Reforms and Progress in Chosen (Korea), (1913-14)

Seoul, July 1915, p. 113.
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BULLION AND GOLD ORE EXPORTED FROM
1884-1915, inch

Year. Bullion. Gold Ore.

I 884 V 312,022 Y -

1885 141,594 —
1886 1,130,488 —
1887 1,388,269 —
1888 1,373,965 —
1889 982,09r —
1890 749,699 —
1891 689,078 —
1892 851,751 —
1893 918,659 —
1894 934,075 • —
1895 1,352,929 —
1896 1,390,412 —
1897 2,034,079 —
I898 2,375,7 2 5

—
J 899 2,933,382 —
1900 3,633,050 —
1901 4.993,35 r 70,584

J902 5,064,106 52,988

1903 5,456,397 J 39,67 1

1904 5,009,596 98,340

1905 5,206,805 449,303

1906 4,666,130 *36,587

1907 4,617,950 2 1 ,006

1 90S 4,770,491 44,674

1909 6,1 12,419 73,123

1910 8,833,609 517,43'

rgj 1 9,099.796 234,S91

1912 9,416,235 274,938

I9L3 9,961,514 392,400

1914 9,664,267 569,7*3

1915 • • • 11,366,587 929,619

KOREA.

Total.

f 312,022

141,594

1,130,488

1,388,269

1
.373,965

982,091

749,699

689,07s

851,751

918,659

934,075

1
,352,929

1,390,412

2
,034,079

2,375,72 5

2,933,382

3,633,050

5.063.935

5,117,094

5,596,068

5.107.936

5,656,108

4,802,717

4,638,956

4,815,165

6,185,542

9,351,040

9,334,687

9,691,173

10,353,914

10,233,980

12,296,206
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The difference shown in the above tables between annual

exportation and annual production is due to the fact that a large

part of the gold produced is not reported to the Mining Section

of the Government, but is shown in the customs reports.

From the foregoing tables, and from the deset iption of the

concessions operated by the foreign companies it is quite evident

that North Korea produces a much greater amount than South

Korea, and it is apparent also that the mines operated by for-

eigners are producing a large percentage of the entire output of

the country. The tables show also that the gold production is

steadily increasing year by year.

The outlook for a continued increase in the production of

gold from Korea is promising, and I venture to predict that the

greatest increase will be shown from the successful development

of large low-grade gold-bearing deposits.

Note.—

T

hroughout this paper all calculations have been made

by taking Yen 1 .00 as being equivalent to *0.50.

1 Kwainme equals 8.267 lbs. (Avoir.)

1 „ „ 10.047 » (Troy.)

1 Momme ,, 2411 dwt. (Troy.) or 3.75 grams.

1 Tsubo „ 3-953 square yards'.



MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
KOREA BRANCH, ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

. 1 leld in the Seoul Union, Feb. ist, 1916.

Dr. Gale presided, while Prof. Starr gave a lecture on

“ Korean Coin Charms ” and followed it with some remarks

on the similarity between Korean and early American art.

The Society held its Annual Meeting immediately after.

Dr. Gale resigned as President, and with much regret, the

Society accepted the resignation. Elections were held as

follows:

President, INI r. Lay
;
Vice-President, Dr. Mills; Correspond-

ing Secretary, Dr. Gale
;
Librarian, Mr. Beck ; Recording Secre-

tary, Mr. Koons
;

Treasurer, Mr. Bunker. Councillors, Dr.

Hishida, Mr. R. S. Miller and Bishop Trollope.

The Treasurer’s report showed deposits and cash amounting

to ¥950.15.

The Council met immediately after adjournment, all mem-

bers being present but Mr. Bunker.

The following names were proposed for membership : Miss

Van Wagoner, Dr. Schieflcy, Mr. Lucas.

A motion prevailed that, in future, all writers of papers shall

be entitled to reprints, gratis, up to twenty copies.

Mr. E. W. Mills was also given permission to make re-

prints of his own article on Mining, to the number of forty.

Dr. Mills presented plans for works on “ Acupuncture and

Cautery ” and a “ Native Pharmacopoeia,” each to be of about

300 pages It was decided that while the original idea of the So-

ciety had not been the publication of such works, a committee

be appointed to look into the matter of printing. Secretary and

Librarian were appointed as this committee. Adjourned.

E. W. Kcons,

Recording Secretary.
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